Antigen-binding T cells: dose response and kinetic studies on the development of different subsets.
We have described a number of the parameters involved in the in vitro induction of specific SRBC-binding T cells (T rosette-forming cells, T-RFC). Although T-RFC precursors pass through nylon, most of the induced cells do not; nor do detectable numbers of Ly 1+2, 3- cells bind antigen with sufficient stability to form rosettes. The ratio of Ly 2,3:Ly 1,2,3 T-RFC varies with time after immunization and with the dose of antigen used for stimulation. Relatively high or low doses of antigen selectively induce Ly 1,2,3 T-RFC. Ly 2,3 T-RFC, when they appear, follow Ly 1,2,3 T-RFC. Pretreatment of T cells with anti-Ly sera before RFC induction prevents formation by Ly2+ T-RFC. Since anti-Ly 1 treatment blocks RFC formation and since Ly 1,2,3, T-RFC always precede the appearance of Ly 2,3, T-RFC, our results suggest that some Ly 1+ cells (Ly 123 at least, but perhaps also Ly 1) may act as inducers, precursors, and/or amplifiers for Ly 2,3 RFC as they appear to do for Ly 2,3 suppressor and killer cells. Thus, our results confirm and extend the observed similarities between T-RFC and other Ly 2+ cells such as killer and suppressor cells as well as their differences from Ly 1+ helper cells.